
Dou Yee ESD Testing Turnstile
Dou Yee ESD Testing Tripod Turnstile Model: TP-MD-01

The tripods are the most popular turnstile that is widely

used for access control to stadiums, factories, banks,

dormitories or in public transit sites where the access is

controlled or monitored and one person entry is preferred.

They are integrated with E S D T e s t e r and are suitable

for outdoor sheltered installation.

Features:
The tripods are at lock position during normal operation.

Upon ESD Test passed; signal from the tester will unlock

the tripod arm mechanism. The arm will relock after each

complete arm rotation or time-out preset by the

controller.. The rotating arm adaptor comes with powder

coated magenta color suited for outdoor installation and

other color option upon request.

Drive Mechanism:
The mechanical drive design allows the arm to be push

through effortlessly without any expensive electric motor.

An electro-mechanical device acts as a positive lock

mechanism to prevent double entry at the same time.

Self-centering and anti-action mechanisms are also

incorporated to ensure complete rotation of the arm and

prevent reverse rotation respectively. In addition, a spring

damper system is added to ensure smooth operation.
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Dou Yee Tripod Turnstile

Model: TP - MD - 01
Housing:
Top opening cover and side door on the turnstile.
All electrical components are serviceable from
the top cover. IP 65 design housing can be
installed in semi-shelter environment.

Materials:
SS304 stainless steel1.5mm thickness ,
stainless steel crossbar.

Optional housing:
Mild steel and SS316 can be supply upon request

Specifications:
Input Voltage:
230V AC, 50/60Hz

Power Rating:
24 V 36 VA per lane

Optional:
• Mounting of reader with acrylic cover
• LED (Arrow/Cross) signage with acrylic cover
• Customize design for other device mounting

Model Type Dimensions in mm
(L) X (W) x (H)

TP - MS -01** Standard Tripod 1110 x 260 x 1000

** (Fail Safe - arm will drop when encounters a power failure)


